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ABSTRACT

The Source and Time Variability of the Slow Solar Wind

by

Brandon A. Mueller

This thesis examines a proposed source of the slow solar wind at the boundaries of

active regions. It shows the time variability observed in the wind can be produced by

time-variable heating in such regions. To understand how these structures contribute

to observed outflows, we adapt a two-fluid hydrodynamic model of the solar corona.

Adjusting model parameters within their physical bounds allows us to reproduce the

expected values for the slow wind and gain a better understanding of the energy

deposition along coronal flux tubes.

We use forward models to compare with observations from the Extreme Ultraviolet

Imaging Spectrometer aboard Hinode. Non-thermal line broadening and Doppler

shifts are calculated for quantitative comparisons. The simulations including non-

equilibrium ionization indicate equilibrium ionization cannot be assumed in many

cases. Successful reproduction of remote sensing observations leaves us optimistic

about future comparisons with in situ measurements from the space missions Solar

Probe+ and Solar Orbiter.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 History of the Solar Wind

Scientists have studied the Sun for millennia, but only began understanding the

solar wind over the past century. Richard Carrington and Richard Hodgson indepen-

dently observed what we now know to be a solar flare (Carrington 1859 [5]; Hodgson

1859 [6]). Soon after, the earth experienced a large geomagnetic storm and intense

auroras (Tsurutani et al. 2003 [7]). Carrington was careful to point out that a sin-

gle observation was not sufficient to make any definitive assertions, but that their

temporal relation could be worth noting. Although Carrington’s contemporaries had

already shown geomagnetic storms were directly related to enhancements in the au-

rora, they had not found the same connection with solar activity. The only evidence

of such a connection was the correlation with sunspot counts (Meyer 2007 [8]; Car-

rington 1859 [5]). It was George Hale, Sydney Chapman, Julius Bartels, and Harold

Newton who finally showed these original inclinations were correct (Hale 1932 [9];

Chapman & Bartels 1940 [10]; Newton 1943 [11]).

In the late 19th Century, work by George Fitzgerald and Oliver Lodge started

shaping the current understanding of the solar wind. They suggested explosive veloc-
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ities at the Sun’s surface would be capable of accelerating particles much faster than

the solar gravitational excape velocity (Fitzgerald 1892 [12]). Interestingly, Fitzgerald

discussed charged particles being accelerated by an electrostatic field five years before

J. J. Thompson published his paper on cathode rays (Meyer 2007 [8]). Solar wind

theory advanced in the early 1900s with an extensive polar geomagnetic survey by

Kristian Birkeland. He concluded that the permanence of auroral and geomagnetic

activity meant the Sun must always emit what he called rays of electric corpuscles

(Birkeland 1908 [13]). He added that these rays were of both positive and negative

polarity, which agrees with the ion and electron populations detected decades later

with spacecraft. Strong arguments by other scientists, as well as errors in Birkeland’s

work, delayed the acceptance of his correct ideas for 40 years.

The 1950s were the start of the space age and the modern understanding of the

solar wind. Figure 1.1 shows the two tails of a comet. The gas tail always points

away from the Sun indicating some repulsive force. Biermann (1953 [14]) explains that

photons do not provide enough force to produce such comet tails. Instead, he cites

Birkeland’s solar corpusclular radiation as a possible source. Biermann’s observations

provided the basis for Eugene Parker’s ground-breaking 1958 paper discussed next.

Parker explored the dynamic consequences of Biermann’s observations. Biermann

(1952 [15]) predicts outflows between 500 km s−1 and 1500 km s−1 at 1 AU. For

the density at 1 AU, Parker (1958 [16]) uses 500 cm−3 from Biermann (1957 [17]).

Parker references a much higher value of 105 cm−3 from Unsöld & Chapman (1949
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Figure 1.1 : Artistic rendering of a comet’s two distinct tails. The image shows how the gas

tail always extends in the direction opposite the Sun. Courtesy of NASA Ames Research

Center/K. Jobse, P. Jenniskens
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[18]) for during geomagnetic storms. That value falls in the range Biermann found

possible despite two very different approaches of explaining the gases around the Sun.

Chapman (1957 [19]) notes the actual corona is dynamic, but models the Sun with

a static atmosphere engulfing the Earth. The observed heat and particle outflows

were part of this extended atmosphere. Parker eventually realized Biermann and

Chapman were describing the same thing, and it was a constantly flowing stream of

plasma called the solar wind.

Achieving the particle flux Parker’s contemporaries calculated is difficult to ex-

plain. The particles must first move fast enough to escape the solar gravitational field.

At 300,000 km above the photosphere (See Section 1.2 for details on the Sun’s struc-

ture), hydrogen must move at & 500 km s−1. It must accelerate even more to reach

the observed speeds of 1000 km s−1 at 1 AU. If the corona is heated to a relatively

high 3 × 106 K, the protons would still have a deficit of 1240 km s−1. Parker (1958

[16]) shows only a hydrodynamic expansion of a hot corona could explain the solar

wind because hydrostatic equilibrium did not allow for pressure to become negligible

at infinite distances. By analyzing the consequences of both a static and dynamic

corona, Parker showed that it is the dynamic properties of the expansion that explain

the motions of comet tails. The physical equations used in the current research follow

from Parker (1958 [16]) and similarly show the importance of dynamical features in

the wind. Specifically, it investigates the dynamics of time-dependent heating.
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1.2 Structure of the Sun and its Atmosphere

Figure 1.2 shows the structure of the Sun’s interior and atmosphere. Nuclear fusion

maintains a core temperature around 15 million Kelvin at extremely high densities

around 150 g cm−3 (Basu et al. 2009 [20]). This high density and temperature allows

fusion to take place as protons and other small atoms overcome the Coulomb barrier.

Beyond the core is the radiative zone. The density remains quite high in the radiative

zone, so photons and highly energetic particles created in the solar interior undergo

collisions for thousands of years. Through a random walk, these collisions slowly

carry the energy from the center. The actual energy transfer takes place through the

constant excitation and relaxation of different atoms (Alexander 2009 [21]). A photon

will hit a new atom and put it into an excited energy level. The atom relaxes from

this unstable level and emits new radiation that likely excites another atom.

Above the radiative zone is the convective zone which extends to the Sun’s surface.

As the name implies, convection is the principle form of energy transport. The base of

the convection zone defined by the tachocline at a distance 0.7 solar radii (R�) from

the Sun’s center. The tachocline is the boundary region between the rigidly rotating

radiative layer and differentially rotating convective layer. This motion combines with

the rising of hot plasma towards the surface and falling of cooler plasma. The cool

plasma is then reheated to continue the convection processs.

The Sun’s surface is defined by a narrow layer called the photosphere. At tem-

peratures around 5,800 K, it is the coolest part of the Sun. The Sun’s sharp edge in
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Figure 1.2 : The schematic shows the Sun’s layering as well as some notable features such

as coronal holes. An overlay of the photosphere, chromosphere, and corona is possible after

taking spectral images at different wavelengths. Courtesy: NASA/Goddard
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the visible spectrum is located in photosphere because of the drop in temperature.

The Sun’s interior is opaque because photons cannot pass through without several

collisions. Most of these collisions are with free electrons. Plasma in the photosphere

crosses the temperature where hydrogen can be collisionally ionized. Since the Sun

is 95% hydrogen, there is a sharp drop in the number of free electrons. This allows

most light in the visible spectrum to pass through and reach observers on Earth.

The solar atmosphere has three regions defined by their intrinsic temperature:

the chromosphere, the transition region, and the corona. These layers cannot be

strictly defined by location since extreme dynamics often push chromospheric material

up to coronal heights. The chromosphere gets its name from the many colors (i.e.

wavelengths) it emits. Temperature rises in the region from photospheric levels to

about 20,000 K. This is hot enough to excite several elements to unstable energy

levels. Elements such as hydrogen then radiate in the visible spectrum. The Hα line

emission is particularly strong and produces a reddish hue. Although optically-thick,

the chromosphere usually seems transparent compared to the brisght photosphere

underneath. With a density around 2× 1010 − 2× 1011 cm−3, the photosphere has a

density 10 orders of magnitude greater than the chromosphere (Alexander 2009 [21]).

Therefore, the emission measure of the chromosphere is significantly lower, and only

a solar eclipse or coronagraph make it visible (except with spectroscopy).

The corona is the extremely hot upper atmosphere of the Sun. It is consistently

over 1 MK, but can be as high as 5 MK in active regions and 50-100 MK in solar
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flares. The physical mechanisms that heat the corona to these high temeratures

have not been fully identified or understood: see Klimchuck (2006 [22]) for a review.

These high temperatures completely ionize the corona except for trace amounts of

heavy elements like iron. Subsequent abundance of free electrons allows for significant

Thompson scattering. This means visible light originating from the Sun’s surface will

scatter off coronal electrons and travel towards Earth. The density is even lower

than the chromosphere, so again this light is dimmer than the main disc of the Sun,

and a coronagraph or solar eclipse is needed to see the corona. The high coronal

temperatures also enable the formation of emission lines from the heavy elements

present there. These lines form at wavelengths beyond the visible spectrum, but are

observable with extreme ultraviolet and x-ray spectrometers.

Between the chromosphere and the corona is the transition region. This is a very

unique region of the Sun where there are extremely large density, temperature, and

velocity gradients. The transition region specifies a change between two very different

plasma regimes. Helium makes up a significant fraction of the Sun, and it becomes

fully ionized across the transiton region (Mariska 1993 [23]). This significantly changes

the energy balance between the two regimes because partially ionized helium can

radiatively cool much more effectively than coronal plasma. The significant change

between chromospheric and coronal temperatures induces a shift from convection to

thermal conduction as the principle form of heat transport (Alexander 2009 [21]).

The confining forces on the plasma also change as gravity becomes less important,
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and the magnetic field becomes more important.

One way of classifying a plasma is by its plasma beta (β). This defines the ratio

of plasma pressure (P = 2nkBT ) to magnetic pressure (Pmag = B2/8π) in cgs units.

Therefore, low-β plasma is strongly confined by the magnetic field. Figure 1.3 shows

how β varies in the solar atmosphere. The low-β corona is characterized by β << 1.

This allows structures such as coronal loops to form. The large arches in the top left

of Figure 1.4 are coronal loops and show how plasma follows magnetic field lines in a

low-β environment. The transition region is demarcated by the huge drop in β from

its chromospheric value.

The dynamics of the solar atmosphere are evident in a range of phenomena. One

of those are sunspots which have been documented for centuries. Sunspots are slightly

cooler patches of photosphere produced through magnetic field dynamics in the con-

vective zone. Since they are slightly cooler, they emit less blackbody radiation and

appear darker than the surrounding regions. Sunspots are typically associated with

solar active regions. An active region is a region on the Sun with a particularly

strong local magnetic field. The effects of such fields extend throughout the atmo-

sphere. Figure 1.4 shows much of the possible activity observed by the Solar Dynamics

Observatory (SDO). The Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI) aboard SDO pro-

duced the magnetogram in the bottom right. The very dark portion surounded by

white areas indicates strong fields with both polarities. Above this region a solar flare

forms a very bright line in the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) images. The
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Figure 1.3 : Plasma beta as a function of height above an active region. The range of β

values at each height represent a range of sources. A sunspot at 2500 G defines the left

limit and plage at 150 G defines the right limit. Taken from Gary (2001 [1]).
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Figure 1.4 : SDO Observations of a solar flare on Oct. 22, 2012. The bottom right image is

a magnetogram from HMI. The white and black spots indicate regions of north and south

magnetic activity. The other three images are from AIA at the wavelengths 171 Å, 304 Å,

and 335 Å. 171 Å is mostly Fe IX at 800,000 K in the low corona. 304 Å picks up Ni and Fe

lines at 10 MK in the flare, but also He II at 80,000 K elsewhere. The 335 Å image highlights

active region lines ranging from 0.8 MK to 1.6 MK. Courtesy: NASA/SDO/Goddard
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flare is bright enough to saturate the sensors for wavelengths spanning chromospheric

and coronal temperatures. Spicules and an arcade of coronal loops are visible at 171

Å in neighboring areas. Spicules are jets of chromospheric material extending into

the corona (Sterling 2002 [24]). A large prominence is located in the top left of the

304 Å plot. This is a strand of chromospheric plasma magnetically supported in the

corona.

Every 11 years the Sun cycles between solar minimum and solar maximum. At

solar maximum, there is an abundance of active regions and coronal holes migrate

equatorially from the poles. Coronal holes are large regions with open magnetic field

lines extending far into the heliosphere. During solar minimum, the solar activity

decreases significantly, and coronal holes remain mostly fixed at the poles. The widely

varying solar atmosphere across cycles and across regions produces wide variances in

the solar wind that have yet to be fully explained.

1.3 Modern Understanding of the Solar Wind

The current understanding of the solar wind follows from in situ plasma measure-

ments taken by satellites. Observations made by Mariner 2 proved the solar wind

existed and had general properties consistent with Parker’s predictions (Neugebauer

& Snyder 1962, 1966 [25, 26]). The 50 years of measurements and theory since Mariner

2 reveal many solar wind properties, but have not fully explained the heating and ac-

celeration mechanisms. The current research investigates the questions: Where does
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the slow solar wind come from and what contributes to its time-variability?

There are two types of solar wind: the fast solar wind and the slow solar wind. The

labels ”fast” and ”slow” refer to two seperate peaks in the detected wind velocities.

Although the speeds vary, especially between solar cycles, the slow solar wind has

a typical velocity of 400 km s−1, whereas the fast solar wind has speeds around

750 km s−1 (Feldman et al. 2005 [27]). For analysis, scientists may classify winds

below 500 km s−1 as slow and winds above 650 km s−1 as fast (Ebert et al. 2009

[28]). The differences between the two wind categories go further than velocity. The

fast wind is relatively consistent and well understood. It originates from open field

lines above coronal holes, and strong evidence supports ion cyclotron waves as the

principle mechanism for heating and accelerating it (Hollweg & Isenberg 2002 [29]).

The slow solar wind is much more variable, has different plasma components, and

could originate from multiple sources.

Figure 1.5 shows the latitudinal variation of the solar wind during two orbits of the

Ulysses spacecraft. During solar minimum, the more predictable solar atmosphere

produces more consistent solar wind profiles. Polar coronal holes produce the fast

wind above and below ±35◦. The slow wind is confined to the mid latitude streamer

belt. The coronagraph picture in the background of Figure 1.5 shows a large helmet

streamer at the latitudes commensurate with the slow wind. Figure 1.6 shows the

possible magnetic field topology for such a large streamer. The schematic shows how

open field lines bordering the regions of closed magnetic fields can extend into the
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heliosphere. The second orbit of Ulysses took place primarily during solar maximum

as shown by the sunspot number. The upper right plot in Figure 1.5 shows how

irregular the solar wind speed measurements can be. The fast wind is detected across

a larger range of latitudes consistent with low latitude coronal holes common during

solar maximum. Additionally, the source regions of the slow wind extend to all

latitudes.

1.4 Observational Motivation

The Sun is directly linked to the Earth via the solar wind. As a principal driver of

space weather, it significantly affects the near-Earth plasma environment. Scientists

must identify and better understand the physical proceses that produce and accelerate

the solar wind in order to fully understand the Sun-Earth relationship. There are three

principle candidates for the source regions of the slow solar wind: the boundaries of

polar coronal holes, the boundaries of active regions, and helmet streamer structures

(Sakao et al. 2007 [30]). The research in this thesis investigates open field lines

at the boundaries of active regions. Zurbuchen (2007 [31]) provides a review of the

slow wind, and notes that slow streams often originate above seemingly magnetically

closed regions. Figure 1.7 shows a potential field source surface (PFSS) extrapolation

of magnetic field lines and the corresponding plasma flow rates (Schrijver and De

Rosa 2003 [32]). Flow speeds are calculated from Doppler shifts in the Fe XIII

202.022 Å line. Consistent with Zurbuchen’s review, these flows originate above
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Figure 1.5 : Top panel– Polar plots of solar wind speed as a function of latitude for Ulysses’s

first two orbits. Bottom Panel– Sunspot number showing that the first orbit occurred

through the solar cycle declining phase and minimum while the second orbit spanned so-

lar maximum. The velocity plots are shown over images characteristic of solar minimum

(8/17/96) and maximum (12/07/00). From the center out, these images are from the So-

lar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) Extreme Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (Fe XII

at 195 Å), the Mauna Loa K-coronameter (700-950 nm), and the SOHO C2 Large Angle

Spectrometric Coronagraph (white light). Taken from McComas et al. (2003 [2]).
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Figure 1.6 : Schematic illustrations of possible magnetic topologies within large helmet

streamers. Left- the interior cavity of the helmet streamer is composed exclusively of large

arches of closed field while open field originates from surrounding regions. Right– the

closed field dominates only small regions directly associated with the prominences and/or

active regions. Schematics show open fields can originate between the closed field structues,

merging into the helmet streamer, as well as from neighboring regions according to the field

line polarities. Taken from Morgan & Habbal (2007 [3]).
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closed magnetic field structures expected to confine the plasma. The extrapolations

also include some open field lines on the periphery of the outflow regions. The helmet

streamer schematic in Figure 1.6 provides a possible explanation of how these open

field lines bend to extend radially above the closed loops. The bottom right panel

shows the spectral line profile for a pixel in the region with strong outflows. Spectral

line profiles show how the intensity of light varies with its wavelength/frequency. This

is similar to how ordinary digital cameras determine the brightness of different colors,

but has much finer wavelength resolution (to provide greater information about the

radiating source). Plotted over the measured spectrum are steady state and dynamic

simulation results. The initial investigation suggests time-dependent simulations are

needed to replicate the measured spectral line profiles.

Figure 1.8 shows an active region with similar plasma outflows. The magnetogram

in the bottom right plot is the basis for magnetic field extrapolations as in Figure 1.7.

Magnetograms are produced by taking advantage of the Zeeman effect. Atoms ab-

sorbing or emitting radiation will produce a dark or bright spectral line corresponding

to the change in energy levels. A magnetic field splits the energy levels allowing for

more transitions. The result is multiple spectral lines centered on the original. The

lines increase in spacing depending on the strength of the magnetic field.

Missions such as Ulysses have measured the constituents of the slow and fast

solar wind. Comparing the ion fractionization between the fast wind, slow wind, and

photosphere helped show the fast wind must originate from coronal holes and the
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Figure 1.7 : The observation and modeling of coronal outflows associated with an active

region. The top panel shows an AIA image with field lines from a PFSS calculation. The red

and yellow field lines are open. The box in this panel is the EIS field of view. The bottom

left and center panels show the intensity and Doppler velocity for the EIS Fe XIII 202.044

Å line. The right panel shows an observed and simulated line profile from the outflow

region. A steady heating model predicts a profile with no Doppler shift or line asymmetry.

An impulsive heating model, in contrast, can account for the dynamical properties of the

observed line profile. Courtesy of H. P. Warren and S. J. Bradshaw
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Figure 1.8 : Top left– images of Fe XII 195.119 Å intensity for the Dec. 11, 2007 active

region. Middle left– centroid shift (blue is toward the observer). Bottom left– line width.

Top right– Hinode/Solar Optical Telescope magnetogram within the boxed region. Middle

right– centroid shift of region in the boxed area in the left panels. Bottom right– Line width

within the boxed region. Taken from Doschek et al. (2008 [4]).
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slow wind cannot (Zurbuchen 2007 [31]). The anticipated launches of Solar Orbiter

and Solar Probe+ will provide more data on the composition of slow wind, which can

then be compared to the predicted source regions. Advancing the theory behind flows

observed at the periphery of active regions, will allow for predictive capabilities using

HYDRAD (HYDrodynamics and RADiative emission model: Bradshaw & Mason

2003 [33]; Bradshaw & Cargill 2013 [34]). Carefully considering the ionization states

for the plasma’s evolution from the low corona into the heliopshere allows HYDRAD

to model the components of the plasma where future satellites collect data. The

ultimate goal is to have HYDRAD consistently reproduce the wind measurements for

a given active region.
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Chapter 2

Steady-State Modeling

To numerically model the solar wind, one must be very careful about choosing

appropriate physical assumptions. Parker (1958 [16]) concluded that it is unlikely

for the solar corona to be in hydrostatic equilibrium out to large distances. Instead,

an outward hydrodynamic expansion of the plasma is expected. The steady-flow

hydrodynamic model developed in this research meets these expectations, but the

ultimate goal is to model the solar wind with the full hydrodynamic physics included

in HYDRAD. Section 3.1 discusses HYDRAD in greater detail, but worth noting

is that HYDRAD solves time-dependent equations with fewer assumptions than the

much simpler steady-state model used initially.

The steady-state hydrodynamic model developed for this research serves several

purposes. It was originally designed as a convenient way to produce initial conditions

for HYDRAD. A model extending from the photosphere to 1 AU traverses several

plasma regimes as discussed in the introduction. Large temporal and spatial gradients

in some regions require higher resolutions than would be computationally efficient in

others. The steady-state code calculates radially stratified solutions for the plasma

velocity, temperature, and density to distances exceeding 1 AU in under 2 seconds.

This makes the steady-state code a very convenient tool for evaluating the importance
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of certain assumptions before including them in the fully time-dependent model. For

instance, HYDRAD is typically used to model coronal loops with fixed cross-sections.

The flux tubes expected to produce the slow solar wind have expanding cross-sections

and the steady-state model provides the means to experiment with different radial

dependencies for the expansion. Other items tested include conductive flux limiting,

heating functions, and the effects of Alfvén waves. This research was started with

the hypothesis that time-dependent heating on the periphery of active regions could

explain the time variability seen in the slow solar wind. The steady-state model

provides a baseline for comparison and highlights the limitations of using a strictly

time-independent model. By extending to 1 AU, the results from the steady-state

model can be compared to in situ measurements at Earth. This confines the model

with an additional set of boundary conditions and ensures that HYDRAD begins

with plasma properties consistent with those detected. Running HYDRAD to this

second boundary would be impractical because the minimal knowledge added is not

worth the signficant increase in computation time.

2.1 The Model

The steady-state model introduced above solves the one-dimensional, single-fluid

hydrodynmic equations with their time-dependent terms removed. This still allows for

a radially stratified velocity profile or steady flow in equibrium, hence the name steady

state. The one-dimensional model assumes a purely radial magnetic field profile, but
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includes terms to account for an expanding flux tube. Most of the solar wind is

fully ionized hydrogen with a small percentage of helium (2-5%). The trace amounts

of heavier elements should have a negligible effect on the flow properties. Using an

average particle mass, mi, of 1.3 a.m.u. accounts for a percentage of helium in the

one-fluid model. Additionally, the model must assume quasineutrality (ne = ni = n),

where ne and ni are the electron and ion number densities. Therefore, protons working

against gravity and electrons losing energy to radiation can be treated with the same

density. The one-fluid assumption requires equal electron and ion temperatures (Te =

Ti = T ). This is a reasonable assumption when modeling regions that change on a

long enough time scale for the temperatures to equilibrate. Unlike the fast solar wind,

the slow solar wind is isothermal, so the temperatures parallel and perpendicular to

the magnetic field line need not be distinguished.

2.1.1 Basic Equations

The conservation of mass, momentum, and energy constrain the steady flow model.

We start our derivation from the time-dependent form of each equation in c.g.s units.

The conservation of mass is given by

∂ρ

∂t
+

1

A

∂

∂r
(Aρv) = 0, (2.1)

where the mass density, ρ, is approximately nmi; t is time; v is the plasma bulk flow

velocity; r is the distance from the center of the Sun, and A is the flux tube’s cross-

sectional area. Section 2.1.2 discusses the cross-sectional area and its implementation
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in full detail. The conservation of momentum is described by

∂(ρv)

∂t
+

1

A

∂

∂r
(Aρv2) = −∂P

∂r
− ρg − 1

2

∂UA
∂r

. (2.2)

Fc is the conductive energy flux and g is the solar gravitational acceleration. UA is the

Alfvén energy density, but is ignored for most of the research presented here. Energy

conservation follows

∂E

∂t
+

1

A

∂

∂r
(Av(E + P )) = − 1

A

∂

∂r
(AFc)− ρvg −Qrad +Qheat +QA. (2.3)

where QA is the heating from Alfvén waves, Qrad is the energy lost to radiation, and

Qheat is the coronal heating function. Since linear Alfvén waves detected in the solar

wind are non-dissipative, we assume QA = 0 always. The total energy density, E,

includes both thermal and kinetic sources,

E =
3kBρT

mi

+
ρv2

2
. (2.4)

The pressure, P , is given by the ideal gas law, P = 2ρkBT/mi, and closes the set of

equations. Qrad is a function of density squared and a piecewise temperture-dependent

function Λ(T ) as outlined by Rosner et al. (1978 [35]):

Qrad =
Λ(T )ρ2

m2
i

. (2.5)

Following the work of Hammer (1982 [36]) and several others, Qheat has an assumed

form:

Qheat = Q0 exp

(
−r − r0

λH

)
. (2.6)
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This expression distinguishes the heating by the scale height, λH , and base heating

coefficient, Q0. Throughout the analysis, r0 = 7.005 × 1010 cm corresponding to

Qheat = Q0 at the model’s base height of 5× 108 cm above the photosphere. Exper-

imentation with a Gaussian heating function produced insignificant variation in the

steady-state profiles.

2.1.2 Areal Expansion

One-dimensional modeling in the solar atmosphere assumes plasma is contained

in a magnetic flux tube. Such flux tubes are defined by constant magnetic flux:

ΦB = B(r)A(r) = constant, where B(r) is the magnetic field and A(r) is the cross-

sectional area of the flux tube at a given location. This treats flux tubes as isolated

atmospheres with only radial variations. An artifact of this assumption is that it

ignores cross-field diffusion. Figure 1.3 shows that much of the corona has β less than

one, so this is a good assumption. The magnetic field should well confine the plasma in

these regions. β increases out in the solar wind region, but density is so low that cross-

field mass and energy diffusion remains negligible. Assuming isolated atmospheres

along field lines may be less valid in the chromosphere where thermal conduction

perpindicular to the field lines increases, but the steady-state model starts above this

region. HYDRAD tolerates the assumption because the chromosphere primarily acts

as a mass and energy source for the rest of the model.

Magnetic flux conservation allows the hydrodynamic equations to be written in
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terms of B and its gradient instead of A where convenient. For instance, we can

extrapolate the magnetic field from a magnetogram using the Potential-Field Source-

Surface (PFSS) model (Schrijver and De Rosa 2003 [32]). In the absence of a magnetic

profile, an analytic extra-radial areal expansion function is substituted. The high-β

chromosophere and variations in magnetic field strength between possible source re-

gions lend some flexibility to choosing an expression. After some initial experimen-

tation with different forms, the chosen areal expansion function has the form given

by Kopp & Holzer (1976) [37]. They define A(r) = f(r)r2A�/R
2
�, where the term

A�/R
2
� scales the area by its value at the photosphere, and f(r) is the nonradial areal

expansion factor:

f(r) =
fmax exp

(
r−r1
σ

)
+ f1

exp
(
r−r1
σ

)
+ 1

, (2.7)

and

f1 = 1− (fmax − 1) exp

(
1− r1
σ

)
. (2.8)

The function f(r) increases most within σ of r1. We know this rapid expansion occurs

near the photosphere, but can vary in altitude and rate. Therefore, the investigation

began with r1 = 1.5R� and σ = 0.5R� consistent with values used by Kopp & Holzer

(1976 [37]) and Withbroe (1988 [38]). Section 2.2 discusses the effects of altering

these values. f(r) increases from one at the photosphere to fmax several σ beyond

r = r1. Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show how the shapes of the flux tubes change based on

their σ and r1 values.

As the limit on f(r), fmax defines the extra-radial expansion and allows for com-
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Figure 2.1 : Flux tube geometries for different r1 values. fmax and σ are constant. Changing

r1 shifts the height where expansion is most rapid.
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Figure 2.2 : Flux tube geometries for different σ values. fmax and r1 are constant. Increasing

σ delays how soon the tube hits its maximum extra-radial expansion.
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parisons with other functional forms of f(r). The source surface (SS) of the Sun is

the height where the magnetic field lines become radial (Schatten et al. 1969 [39];

Altschuler & Newkirk 1969 [40]). This is typically assumed to occur at r = 2.5R�.

Wang & Sheeley (1990 [41]) first presented the expansion factor as a constant:

fWS =

(
R�

Rss

)2
B(R�)

B(Rss)
. (2.9)

Therefore, fWS is best compared to fmax. Section 2.2 shows some agreements with

Wang & Sheeley (1990 [41]), but investigates other aspects of the expansion.

2.1.3 Flux limiting

The plasma in the low corona is highly collisional allowing us to use the classical

expression for conductive flux,

Fclassic = −κ0T 5/2dT

dr
, (2.10)

where κ0 = 9.2 × 10−7 ergs s−1 K−7/2 is the Spitzer-Harm conductivity coefficient.

At farther distances, the plasma becomes collisionless, and the conductive flux must

be treated differently. Gray and Kilkenny (1980 [42]) showed the classical expression

already fails when the electron mean free path exceeds 0.12 percent of the temperature

scale length. Adopting the method used by Bradshaw and Cargill (2006 [43]), we

incorporate a flux limit at the thermal energy density times the thermal velocity,

Flim = αEthvth (2.11)

= α
3

2
nkBT

√
3kBT

me

, (2.12)
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where α is a parameter of order unity based on the unknown electron distribution

function (Hollweg 1976 [44]). Experimenting with different α values produces very

similar results, so we use α = 4 as in Withbroe (1988 [38]). The main effect of an

increasing α is the larger heating constant, Q0, needed to produce the same temper-

ature gradient. This is not of concern since the simulation already use an ad hoc

heating function. Electrons carry most of the conductive flux, so as the mass sub-

script suggests, electrons define the thermal velocity in a single-fluid model. For a

gradual transition from the classical flux expression to the flux limit, the model uses

the expression,

Fc =
FclassicFlim√
F 2
classic + F 2

lim

. (2.13)

2.1.4 Critical Point

The one-dimensional steady-state hydrodynamic equations are hindered by a crit-

ical point where the equation set is undefined. Specifically, the denominator of the

velocity gradient goes to zero in this model. The location of this critical point can

change depending on the assumptions made with the conservation equations, but

is directly related to the sound speed. Figure 2.3 shows the outflow solutions from

Parker (1958 [16]). The transcendental equations from Parker produce two physical

solutions. One solution describes the “solar breeze”, while the other crosses through

the critical point and makes up the “solar wind” solution we most often see. This is

the same critical point encountered with this numerical solution. Since the steady-
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Figure 2.3 : Solution set to Parker’s solar wind model. The black lines above the critical

point are unphysical. The red line represents the wind solutions the model aims to produce.

The black lines below the critical point are the “breeze” solutions sometimes detected.

Courtesy: Steven R. Cranmer, Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics.

flow solutions are defined on both sides of the critical point, one can produce transonic

solutions by defining gradients for the transition. Woolsey and Cranmer (2014 [45])

use L’Hopital’s rule to define the gradients across the critical point; however, their

method of integration differs signficantly from the method used here. The solutions

in this research diverge for range of distances near the critical point, and as a re-

sult, using L’Hopital’s does not produce transonic solutions. Ignoring the effects of

Alfvén waves, the critical point occurs when the solar wind reaches the isothermal
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sound speed (adiabatic index, γ, is 1):

vc =

√
γP

ρ
(2.14)

=

√
2kBT

mi

. (2.15)

Although not a central focus of the present research, adding the Alfvén wave pressure

changes the denominator in the velocity gradient. This shifts the critical point to

valfc =

√
v2c +

UA
4ρ

(
3v + VA
v + VA

)
, (2.16)

where VA =
√
B/4πρ is the Alfvén speed. The steady-state model crosses the critical

point by forcing one large Euler step. The step is forced at v = 0.95vc to avoid the

divergences that start accumulating nearer to vc. Different steps were tested, but

the step is defined by ∆r = 2 × 1010 cm, and v = ∆r(dv/dr) + vbelow, where dv/dr

is defined based on the numerical derivative of v at v = 0.95vc. The other physical

variables are defined above the critical point by using the conservation equations and

the updated velocity:

ρabove =
ρbelowvbelowAbelow
vaboveAabove

, (2.17)

dT

dr
=

Fcbelow

κ0T
5/2
below

, (2.18)

Tabove = Tbelow + ∆r
dT

dr
, (2.19)

and

Fabove = −dT
dr
κ0T

5/2
above. (2.20)
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Although ∆r is relatively large, spline interpolations produce smooth and consistent

profiles across the transition. The critical point does not need special treatment in

HYDRAD because the time-dependent hydrodynamic equations are defined every-

where.

2.1.5 Model Implementation

The model works by varying the base heating rate until boundary conditions are

met at the top of the flux tube. With the top at 1 AU, this means a positive conductive

flux and temperature around 105 K. Varying other inputs such as the areal expansion

function controls the density and velocity values. The numerical solver incorporates

an adaptive spatial step with fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration. Each step calcu-

lates and uses the gradients of temperature, velocity, pressure, and conductive flux.

Ignoring Alfvén waves, the respective gradients are:

dT

dr
=
−Fc
κ0T 5/2

, (2.21)

dv

dr
=

(
v2c
A

dA

dr
− v2c
T

dT

dr
− g
)(

v − v2c
v

)−1

, (2.22)

dP

dr
= v2c

(
−ρ
v

dv

dr
− ρ

A

dA

dr
+
ρ

T

dT

dr

)
, (2.23)

and

dFc
dr

= Qheat −Qrad + v
dP

dr
− 5kBvρ

mi

dT

dr
− Fc
A

dA

dr
. (2.24)
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Appendix A shows the full derivation of these gradients from the basic equations.

Making steps with temperature and pressure allows direct density calculations with

the ideal gas law after each iteration. These gradients do not incorporate the flux

limit, so the flux is modified according to equation 2.13 after each iteration.

The model has strong dependence on its initial conditions. For the flux-tube

base, the model uses values consistent with previous research and measurements.

This still leaves a range of possible values and a few free parameters. For consistency

in this analysis, we set the base temperature to 2 × 104 K, plasma species mass to

2.171×10−24 g, base density to 1×1010 cm−3, and flux tube length to 215R�(≡ 1AU)

unless noted otherwise. The base plasma velocity, the areal expansion function, the

heating scale length, and the volumetric heating rate are varied between runs. For

both numerical and physical reasons, certain parameter combinations do not converge

to solutions. This becomes more frequent as the flux tubes lengthen, so some models

do not extend to 1 AU. Choosing the boundary conditions for conductive flux requires

some estimation. At the base, the flux is small and assumed to be zero, but little

data constrains the value at the top of the flux tube. By symmetry, the value for a

coronal loop will be zero, so an open tube should have some small value. The low

temperature and particle density at 1 AU support this reasoning. The value must

be positive to produce a negative temperature gradient, and one should expect a

magnitude smaller than present in the lower corona where temperature fluctuates
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much more drastically. Originally, heating was changed using a shooting method to

match a desired conductive flux at the top of the flux tube, but this had limited

success. An alternative approach is to accept solutions based on their temperature

profiles, and the resultant conductive flux always ends up being a small positive

number as expected.

2.2 Steady State Results

The model produces a wide range of plasma specifications through the modifica-

tions of individual parameters. With the right combination, the densities, tempera-

tures, and flow rates align well with expected values. Densities drop into the 105−104

cm−3 range consistent with the solar wind, temperatures on the order of 106 K, and

velocities reaching speeds over 107 cm s−1. The range of velocities produced are typi-

cal for both slow and fast winds depending on the areal expansion function. Some of

the flows shown here are intentially on the lower end of the slow wind spectrum. The

expected addition of Alfvén wave effects in future work will raise speeds as much as

150 km s−1 according to preliminary runs.

An early version of the steady-flow model could not cross the critical point. This

limited research to breeze solutions. These solutions cannot replicate the slow wind

characteristics observed at Earth, but still produce good initial conditions for HY-

DRAD. Figure 2.4 shows how wind and breeze solutions can be nearly identical near

the Sun, where most radiation takes place. HYDRAD simulations and forward mod-
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Figure 2.4 : Velocity profile for a breeze solution and a wind solution created by the steady

flow model. The initial conditions for the profiles were identical except the breeze solution

has a smaller heating rate and scale height. The figure shows that the flows can be identical

near the Sun where the emission measure is greatest

eling confirm this assessment.

Breeze solutions should follow the same patterns seen in the transonic wind, but

separate analysis reveals some interesting features. Wang & Sheeley (1990 [41]) de-

veloped the first model to show how v(1AU) relates inversely to the expansion factor,

fWS. They found fast wind speeds when fWS < 3.5 and slow wind speeds when

fWS > 54. Arge & Pizzo (2000 [46]) improve the earlier model, but show the same

general inverse relationship. Below the critical point, however, the steady-flow model
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Figure 2.5 : This plot shows the areal expansion function’s effect on velocity for subsonic

flows. The same effect is seen in wind solutions below the critical point. The solid line for

fmax = 6 hits the critical point stopping the code.

shows velocity increases with the expansion factor as seen in Figure 2.5. As expected

by mass conservation, the larger expansions and higher velocities produce lower den-

sities in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.7 shows how the expansion effects velocity in transonic wind solutions.

Below the critical point, the greater expansion factors produce higher velocities. This

makes the gradient at the critical point greater, so the forced Euler step over estimates

the velocity above the critical point. The large feature in the top plot comes from this

miscalculation. To produce better plots, subsonic speeds can be limited by changing
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Figure 2.6 : This plot shows the areal expansion function’s effect on density for breeze

solutions. The greater flux tube expansions produce lower density profiles. The solid line

for fmax = 6 fails when velocity hits the critical point.
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σ, r1, or v(R�). The bottom plot in Figure 2.7 was produced by holding r1 and

v(R�) constant, while increasing σ with fmax. Other simulations consistently show

the bottom plot could be produced by modifying r1, or v(R�). The subsonic velocity

gradient has a peak for a given range of σ and v(R�) values. The σ values used

in Figure 2.7 are above the peak, so increasing them slowed the subsonic flow and

cleaned up the bottom plot. Decreasing σ more would have exaggerated the feature

in the top plot at first, but eventually produced the opposite effect. To produce the

bottom plot with the small-σ side of the peak, σ values would have to be smaller than

typically expected. This made the higher values a better choice. Another simulation

showing this effect was conducted with the expansion functions in Figure 2.2. The

blue tube hit the critical point at the lowest height for the inputs used. The red and

green geometries hit the critical point with lower velocity gradients farther from the

photosphere. A similar analysis was conducted with base velocity. v(R�) is on the

bottom side of the peak, so the bottom plot could have been produced by decreasing

v(R�) values with the increasing fmax values. To achieve the same plot on the high-

v(R�) side of the peak, the base velocities would have to exceed 10 km s−1, which is

higher than expected at the top of the chromosphere.

Explaining how the peaks in the subsonic velocity originate from the expansion

rate and base velocity requires careful examination of the hydrodynamic equations.

Using a very small σ will limit the expansion very near the Sun. This allows for

a much faster velocity at the tubes base. Here is where the density is greatest, so
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Figure 2.7 : Plots of the velocity response to changing levels of extra-radial expansion. The

top plot uses r1 = 1.22R�, v(R�) = 7500 cm s−1, and σ = .1561R�. The bottom plot

holds r1 and v(R�) constant but varies σ for fmax = 11 − 15. The respective values for σ

are 0.1623R�, 0.1690R�, 0.1761R�, 0.1831R�, and 0.1900R�.
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there is a steeper drop in density. This change in density is slowed a short distance

later by energy and momentum conservation, so coupled with an expanding cross

sectional area, velocity must decrease. A very large base velocity reproduces this same

effect. At the other extreme, large σ increases the expansion at the base. The larger

expansion reduces the velocity and holds the mass high. Carrying the mass out to

greater heights requires extra work against gravity, so the velocity never recovers and

remains lower. Using a small base velocity replicates this result. Mass conservation

dominates the region, and the magnitudes of A, ρ, and v strongly constrain how

each respond to changes in the others. Near the Sun, density very high compared to

velocity. A change in A requires a response from each, but density can change by a

lower percentage while maintaining mass conservation. At distances past the critical

point, density is low enough that changes in A require a greater velocity response.

Profiles reach the critical speed soonest, if ata all, when the expansion and base

velocity are such that the momentum and energy equations are not working against

the tube geometry. Reaching these fast profiles became important when trying to

produce wind solutions.

With a density of 1 × 1010 cm−3 at the top of the chromosphere, it can often be

challenging to reach the sound speed. Using a slightly smaller value like 0.7 × 1010

cm−3 typically works better, and this is especially true for large values of fmax. At 1

AU, Figure 2.7 shows the expected relation between flow speed and expansion factor.

Larger expansion factors produce slower speeds at Earth. Likewise by conservation of
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mass, Figure 2.9 shows the density decreases with increasing areal expansion. Wang

& Sheeley (1990 [41]) and subsequent research by several others show this same

1/f ∝ v(1AU) relationship; however, the expected expansion factor for the slow

wind is typically quite large. Some estimates exceed factors of 50. In the absence

of observational constraints of a source region, wind properties at 1 AU can be used

to help select the expansion factor. An expansion factor of 50 produces a solar

wind speed around 320 km s−1, which is a low for the observed slow wind, but not

unreasonable. The inclusion of Alfvén waves would result in a faster flow speed closer

to observations. The problem with such a large expansion is the density at 1 AU

ends up at least an order of magnitude too low. With fmax = 10, flow speeds are

a little over 400 km s−1 and densities are around 5 cm−3. Making these solutions

transonic requires either a decrease in base density or change to σ and r1. Fixing

the base density gives some insight to the required areal expansion to produce slow

winds, and by association the magnetic field. Transonic solutions with fmax between

10 and 20 require σ . 0.2R� and r1 . 1.25R�. Lower σ values can allow larger r1

values and vice versa. Most analysis with the Kopp & Holzer expansion function has

been with changing fmax while constraining r1 and σ with observations. Analyzing r1

and σ here indicates the source regions for the slow wind must have a faster drop in

magnetic field near the Sun than the source regions for the fast wind. This is based

on the r1 and σ values constrianing the fast wind in Withbroe (1988 [38]).
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Figure 2.8 : The density out in the solar wind decreases with greater areal expansion as

expected by mass conservation.
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Figure 2.9 : This figure shows how the shape of the flux tube expansion impacts the

transition from solar breeze to solar wind solutions. The thick solid line is the sound speed

where the equation set is undefined. Smaller σ values result in less expansion near the Sun,

which makes it possible to reach supersonic flows. The σ = 0.1R� plot shows how the Euler

step over estimates the velocity step when the subsonic velocity gradient is high. Good

solutions are chosen after iterating on σ to satisfy smoothness criteria.
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2.3 Non-Equilibrium Ionization

Amongst its many capabilities, HYDRAD can produce forward models to com-

pare with observations. Section 3.3 provides a review of how forward models are made

and compared to spectral observations. The spectral resolution of the EUV imaging

spectrometer (EIS) on Hinode makes it an effective instrument for detecting flows

above active region peripheries. To replicate EIS images for a particular spectral

line, HYDRAD must first determine the emission measure and population fraction

of the elements radiating there. This requires HYDRAD to find the time-dependent

non-equilibrium ionization conditions along EIS’s line-of-sight. Running these calcu-

lations requires additional initial conditions to accompany the steady-state profile. In

particular, HYDRAD needs an array of the ion population fractions verses height for

any element being modeled. This time-independent initial condition follows from the

steady-state model’s density, velocity, and temperature profiles as discussed below. A

poplulation fraction is the percentage of ions in a particular charge state for a given

element. All population fractions for an element must sum to 1.0 for particle number

conservation.

2.3.1 Time-Independent Formulation

Bradshaw & Raymond (2014 [47]) provide a review of the collisional and radia-

tive processes seen in the solar atmosphere. They discuss how the charge states of

ions change based on their ionization and recombination rates. The time-dependent
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equation for this process is given by:

dXi

dt
= n(Ii−1Xi−1 +RiXi+1 − IiXi −Ri−1Xi). (2.25)

The symbols I and R represent the ionization and recombination rates for a given

ion as a function of temperature. The rates are for a given element, X, which has a

charge state described with subscripts. For example, helium has three charge states:

He I is neutral; He II is singly-ionized, and He III is doubly-ionized. Therefore, Xi=1

describes He II whose ionization rate is I1 and recombination rate is R1. Naturally,

the recombination rate for neutral helium is zero as well as the ionization rate for

He III. To calculate the steady-state population fractions for a given ion, equation

2.25 must be numerically integrated with respect to distance. First the LHS must be

simplified to remove the time-dependent component:

dXi

dt
=

∂Xi

∂t
+
∂(vXi)

∂r
(2.26)

= v
∂Xi

∂r
+Xi

∂v

∂r
. (2.27)

Substituting 2.27 allows equation 2.25 to be solved in terms of the radial gradient:

∂Xi

∂r
=
n

v
(Ii−1Xi−1 +RiXi+1 − IiXi −Ri−1Xi)−

Xi

v

∂v

∂r
. (2.28)

A fourth-order Runge-Kutta routine integrates equation 2.28. The method uses adap-

tive steps and requires density, velocity, and temperature profiles from the steady-

state hydrodynamic code. It is solved separately to allow for different adaptive steps
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between the two programs. Unfortunately, this requires the use of several interpola-

tions which can accumulate numerical error. First, density, velocity, and temperature

are interpolated onto the new spatial grid. Then, ionization and recombination rates

are interpolated from the temperature values. The numerical solver has greater diffi-

culty as atomic numbers increase. For instance, the iron has 26 charge states, which

are solved simultaneously. Each state effectively stiffens the system of equations by

adding another constraint. The problem is further worsened as population fractions

vary by many orders in magnitude. Efficiency and accuracy are balanced in several

ways. Both spline and linear interpolations are used depending on their effectiveness

(i.e. Interpolating the equilibrium population fractions according to temperature (for

initial conditions at the model’s base) is more accurate with a linear interpolation, but

interpolating the density, velocity, and temperature profiles is faster and more accu-

rate using spline interpolations). To improve efficiency, population fractions dropping

below a cutoff (typically 5 × 10−7) are set to zero and ignored from further calcula-

tions. This speeds up the code dramatically by allowing increased spatial steps and

relaxing the equation set.

2.3.2 Non-Equilibrium Ionization Results

In steady-state equilibrium, temperature controls the population fraction for a

given charge state. Figure 2.10 compares these temperature tabulated values with the

steady-flow non-equilibrium results. It shows the solar wind ionization is in relative
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equilibrium near the Sun, but drifts significantly at greater radial distances. Because

of the low density farther out, the wind constituents become essentially frozen-in and

lose the strong temperature dependence that equilibrium ionization assumes. This is

where a large divergence is seen in the figure. The horizontally aligned points in the

bottom plot are an effect of the population fractions staying relatively constant while

the plasma temperature drops off radially. Since most radiation comes from the high

density regions low in the flux tube, it appears Hinode and forward models mostly

image equilibrium ionization. This is a good assumption for steady-flowing wind

because low density is the principal cause of non-equilibrium ionization. However,

including time-dependence in HYDRAD allows the ionization time scale to become

important. Certain heating events in high density regions can change temperatures

faster than charge states can equilibrate. Such effects are import considerations for

remote sensing and forward models. Additionally, in situ wind measurements at 1 AU

already indicate non-equilibrium ionization consistant with the top plot. Predicting

future measurements from Solar Probe+ and Solar Orbiter will likely depend on the

same assumptions.
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Figure 2.10 : The top panel shows the population fraction of iron at different heights above

the Sun. Solid lines denote the expected values for equilibrium ionization, and dotted lines

are the time-independent non-equilibrium ionization values. The bottom panel investigates

how the non-equilibrium ionization changes the population fractions compared to temper-

ature in the wind.
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Chapter 3

Hydrodynamic Modeling

3.1 HYDRAD

Hydrodynamic modeling is carried out with a slightly modified version of HY-

DRAD (Bradshaw & Mason 2003 [33]; Bradshaw & Cargill 2013 [34]). Originally

designed to model coronal loops, HYDRAD handles transport by bulk flows and

shocks, thermal conduction, viscous effects, inter-species collisions, gravity, heating,

and optically-thin and thick radiative processes, all of which are important to the in-

ner solar atmosphere as well as the solar wind. The code solves the one-dimensional

hydrodynamic equations for the evolution of mass, momentum, and energy for multi-

fluid plasma (electrons, ions, and neutrals). The conservation of mass equation re-

mains the same as equation 2.1:

∂ρ

∂t
= − 1

A

∂

∂r
(Aρv) .
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Separate equations define the conservation of energy for electrons and positive ions.

The equation for ions is:

∂Ei
∂t

= − 1

A

∂

∂r
(Av(Ei + Pi))− v

∂Pe
∂r

+
1

A

∂

∂r

(
Aκi0T

5/2
i

∂T

∂r

)

+
1

γ − 1
kBnνei(Te − Ti) +

1

A

∂

∂r

(
4

3
µivA

∂v

∂r

)
− ρvg, (3.1)

where Ei is the ion energy density defined as

Ei =
1

γ − 1
Pi +

ρv2

2
, (3.2)

and γ = 5/3. Pe and Pi are the electron and ion pressures defined by the ideal

gas law (Pi = nkBTi, Pe = nkBTe). The electron and ion tempertures are similarily

distinguished as Te and Ti. n is the number density; κi0 is the coefficient of ion thermal

conductiviity; νei is the electron-ion collision frequency, and µi is the coefficient of

viscosity for ions. The effect of viscosity on electrons is ignored because

µe
µi
∝
(
me

mi

)1/2(
Te
Ti

)1/2

(3.3)

stays small for most temperature profiles in this study. The energy equation for

electrons is:

∂Ee
∂t

= − 1

A

∂

∂r
(Av(Ee + Pe)) + v

∂Pe
∂r

+
1

A

∂

∂r

(
Aκe0T

5/2
e

∂T

∂r

)

+
1

γ − 1
kBnνei(Ti − Te)−Qrad +Qheat, (3.4)
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where κe0 is the coefficient for electron thermal conductivity and Ee is the electron

energy density:

Ee =
1

γ − 1
Pe. (3.5)

Momentum conservation follows:

∂(ρv)

∂t
= − 1

A

∂

∂r
(Aρv2)− ∂(Pe + Pi)

∂r
+

1

A

∂

∂r

(
4

3
µivA

∂v

∂r

)
− ρg. (3.6)

The model encounters large temporal and spatial gradients that require high tem-

poral and spatial resolution. This is coupled with a desire to model plasma extending

to 1 AU for several hours to days. The use of both spatial and temporal adaptive

steps balances the computation time of the integration. Still, this approach has limi-

tations. For instance, the plasma in the solar wind becomes very tenuous even a short

distance from the Sun. The thermal conduction time scale (equation 3.11) becomes

accordingly quite low, which forces the time step to decrease dramatically.

Fortunately, running HYDRAD past this regime does not provide much useful

information. The plasma is collisionless and the extremely low density ensures that

any collisional ionization would negligibly affect the forward models. The steady-

state model already showed how various elements maintain constant charge states

after ≈ 1R� (See Figure 2.10). Therefore, the HYDRAD simulations presented here

extend to only 20R�. Once instruments on Solar Orbiter and Solar Probe+ begin

taking in situ measurements, it may be desirable to extend the hydrodynamic model

farther for non-radiative comparisons (e.g. in situ charge states).
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3.2 Preparing Initial Conditions

HYDRAD requires steady-state initial conditions to model the solar wind. These

initial conditions can be produced from the steady-state model after a few modifica-

tions. The required inputs are the radially defined mass density, momentum density,

electron thermal energy density, and ion total energy density (thermal and kinetic).

Each of these conserved quantities are calculated from the density, velocity, and tem-

perature profiles calculated by the steady-state code. Setting Te = Ti = T allows

the transition from a single-fluid to a two-fluid plasma. The hydrodynamic model

should start at the photosphere to include the chromosphere where many spectral

lines form. However, the steady-state model begins above the chromosphere at a

height of 5000 km. Producing the full spatial range of initial conditions requires a

theoretical chromosphere be concatenated with the steady-state solutions.

As an initial condition, assuming an isothermal chromosphere is sufficient. This is

possible because the chromosphere acts as a source/sink of mass and energy, and the

isothermal approximation produces the correct bulk dynamical behavior upon heat-

ing/cooling. Adding an isothermal chromosphere assumes temperature is constant

and bulk velocity is zero. This defines the temperature and velocity arrays for the

region. Pressure must be calculated by solving the hydrostatic force balance equation

(2.2). Constant temperature and zero velocity simplifies this equation to:

∂P

∂r
= −ming�

R2
�

r2
. (3.7)

Defining height above the photosphere as h = r − R� and solving the differential
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equation yields a pressure of the form:

P (h) = P0 exp

(
− h

Sp

)
(3.8)

where Sp = λP (1 + h/R�) is the pressure scale height, and λP = 2kBT/mig� is the

hydrostatic scale height. As h increases, the pressure scale height becomes super-

hydrostatic and P approaches a constant. P0 is calculated from boundary conditions.

The pressure at the top of the chromosphere/base of the transition region (subscript

trans) comes from the ideal gas law:

Ptrans = 2ntranskBTtrans. (3.9)

Solving for P0 yields

P0 = Ptrans exp

(
1.04× 1014htrans
(htrans +R�)2

)
. (3.10)

Substituting P0 into equation 3.8 defines the pressure array. The pressure, temper-

ature, and velocity profiles provide all the necessary information to calculate mass

density, momentum density, electron thermal energy, and ion total energy for HY-

DRAD.

The input parameters for HYDRAD are defined along a radial grid. HYDRAD

accepts a variable grid spacing for the input as long as neighboring spatial cells only

differ in size by a factor two. This is to avoid order errors in the spatial derivatives.

The steady-state model has no such constraint on the spatial steps, so the spacing

must be adjusted for HYDRAD. Changing the grid spacing requires interpolating
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the steady-state solutions onto a grid suitable for HYDRAD. To balance computa-

tional speed and accuracy, HYDRAD adaptively changes its time steps according to

the dominant time scale to maintain stability of the integration. This time scale is

typically the thermal conduction time scale, τc:

τc =
3kBρ(∆r)2

2miκ0T 5/2
(3.11)

where ∆r is the size of the spatial step. Smaller τc forces smaller time steps and

slows HYDRAD. This can cause problems with modeling the solar wind as the den-

sity drops by several orders of magnitude. However, the physical properties of the

wind are less variable in the low density regions (r > 2R�), so large spatial steps

do not jeopardize the accuracy. The transition region requires the highest spatial

resolution, but conduction time scales are mitigated by the relatively high density

and low temperature. Declaring a miniumum conduction time scale allows one to

define the full spatial grid. HYDRAD can later reduce its time step as the plasma

evolves in response to time-dependent heating. A few minimum values were experi-

mented with, but using 1×10−2 s for the initial conditions achieves sufficient accuracy

while keeping HYDRAD running quickly. Steps are constant with ∆r = 2 × 106 cm

in the chromosphere. That is cut in half where the steady-flow solution starts at

5000 km above the photosphere. If the conduction time scale for a given cell drops

below the minimum, the following step size is doubled. That step size is repeated

until the minimum is hit again. With a defined spatial array, density, velocity, and

temperature are interpolated for the new positions to construct the initial grid. The
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model uses spline interpolations for a marginally better interpolation across the crit-

ical point. Elsewhere, the linear interpolation appears identical. The difference in

computational time is negligible, so spline interpolations are the preferred choice. It is

important to interpolate the physical variables first and then calculate the conserved

quantities used by HYDRAD. Interpolating the energy densities introduced precision

errors such that the ion and electron temperatures were not equal. The final grid

containing the steady-state flow solutions, satisfying the constraints on τc and spatial

resolution, was then used as initial input to HYDRAD.

3.3 Forward Modeling of Spectral Lines

As mentioned earlier, HYDRAD can produce forward models to compare with

observations. See Bradshaw & Klimchuk (2011 [48]) for a full review. The forward

modeling presented here reproduces spectral lines for iron as if they were measured

by EIS. Iron is used because it dominates the coronal emission across a range of

temperatures, but HYDRAD is capable forward modeling radiation for a range of

elements. The high spectral resolution of EIS limits blends in spectral lines that

often complicate data interpretation. After assuming a radial magnetic flux tube,

HYDRAD further assumes the flux tube is aligned along EIS’s line of sight. This

means EIS, and therefore the forward model, images all radiation along this line of

sight. Bradshaw & Raymond (2014 [47]) explain how most photon emission (in regions

with temperature on the order of 1 MK where iron spectral lines form) comes from
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electron transitions in ions. The temperature, intensity, and wavelengths of various

transitions can be calculated in laboratories, so measuring the radiation allows an

observer to infer details about the source. Line blends occur when multiple transitions

produce radiation at similar wavelengths and comparable intensities. In the absence

of line blends, a measured spectral line provides information based on the Doppler

effect.

The Doppler shift identifies how fast the plasma of a certain temperature is trav-

eling according to:

v =

(
λ0
λ
− 1

)
c. (3.12)

This is possible because the observed wavelength, λ, differs from the rest wavelength,

λ0, based on how fast the emitting source is traveling. The speed of light, c, scales

the equation. λ0 must be estimated from atomic databases such as CHIANTI (Dere

et al. 1997 [49]; Landi et al. 2013 [50]), which provide the expected wavelength,

temperature, and intensity for a given electron transition. The range of spectral

lines observed indicates the temperature at the radiation source, and the shift of a

spectrum’s peak describes the bulk flow speed of the plasma. Much of the width seen

in the line is due to a Maxwellian velocity distribution about this peak, but other

factors contribute such as non-thermal motions and the instrument response function.

Non-thermal motions typically refer to plasma turbulence and waves, but differences

in flow speeds along the line of sight contribute to line width in the same manner.
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Dere & Mason (1993 [51]) provide an expression for non-thermal velocity, ξ:

ξ =

√
(σ2 − σ2

I )
2c2

λ0
− 2kBT

M
, (3.13)

where σ is the Gaussian width of the line; σI is the instrument width; and M is

mass of the line-forming atom. In practice, the equation is best solved by calculating

spectral line’s full width at half maximum (FWHM) and noting:

FWHM = 2
√

2 ln 2 σ. (3.14)

Young (2011 [52]) describes how an instrumental component dominates the EIS emis-

sion lines. Equation 3.13 accounts for this if given the proper value for σI . However,

this is made difficult because the instrumental width varies with wavelength and pixel

position. It is further complicated since the values are not the same as when the instru-

ment was calibrated (pre-launch). However, the calculations here are only conducted

on forward modeled spectra that already assume an instrumental width. Therefore,

using the values from HYDRAD: FWHMI = 60 mÅ for the 170-210 Å band, and

FWHMI = 67 mÅ for the 250-290 Å band. Accordingly, σI = FWHMI/2
√

2 ln 2.

To produce forward models, HYDRAD must calculate the line-of-site integrated

emission measure and account for the instrument response function. With one field

line along the line of sight, HYDRAD forward models one pixel of EIS. First, the

model calculates the wavelength integrated intensity, I, in data numbers (DN) per

pixel per second (Reep et al. 2013 [53]):

I = IR(λ)×G(λ, n, T )× 〈EM〉, (3.15)
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where IR(λ) is the instrument response function, G(λ, n, T ) is the contribution func-

tion, and 〈EM〉 is the spatially averaged column emission measure in the pixel. The

SolarSoft package provides IR(λ) for EIS in units of DN pixel−1 photon−1 sr cm2. In

units of cm−5, 〈EM〉 can be described by:

〈EM〉 =
EMpix

Apix
, (3.16)

where EMpix = n2
edV is the emmision measure in the pixel and Apix is the pixel area.

G(λ, n, T ) is defined according to:

G(λ, n, T ) =
0.83× Ab(X)×Xi × ε(λ, n, T )

4π × (hc/λ)
, (3.17)

where 0.83 is an assumed proton:electron ratio, Ab(X) is abundance of an element,

ε is the emissivity of the line, and hc/λ is the photon energy. Emissivity from the

EMISS CALC function (CHIANTI: Dere et al.1997 [49]). With the total intensity

calculated, intensity can be calculated per unit wavelength according to:

Iλ =
I√
πσ2

exp

(
−(λ− λ0 −∆λ)2

σ2

)
, (3.18)

where ∆λ = λ0v/c is the Doppler shift due to the bulk flow, and σ is the total line

width as before. σ is determined by:

σ2 =
2

3
σ2
th + 0.36σ2

I , (3.19)

where σth = λ0vth/c is the thermal width and σI is the instrument with values men-

tioned earlier. Equation 3.18 produces each feature seen in the forward modeled

spectra.
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3.4 Hydrodynamic Results

Observations of active regions show a wide range of plasma flows at various loca-

tions. Starting with the steady-state initial conditions consistent with the ambient

slow solar wind at 1 AU, HYDRAD produced flows within the expected ranges for

most heating profiles. The temperature, density, and velocity profiles produced by

HYDRAD work best as interpretational aids for the EIS forward models described

earlier. Calculating the Doppler shift and non-thermal velocity from EIS data pro-

vides two points of quantitative comparison.

Several papers have published Doppler shifts and non-thermal velocities from EIS

measurements above active regions. Observing the Fe XIII 202.044 Å line, Brooks &

Warren (2011 [54]) show blue shifts ranging from 9.8 km s−1 to 41.7 km s−1 and non-

thermal velocities ranging from 33.0 km s−1 to 59.4 km s−1. The steady-state input is

blue shifted 9.2 km s−1 with ξ ≈ 0 km s−1. The blue shift is approaching the ranges

detected, but the steady-state model does not reproduce any non-thermal line broad-

ening. Running HYDRAD for 500 seconds and conducting forward models with a one

second cadence is comparable to sampling 500 strands at different times of heating and

cooling. Figure 3.1 shows the Doppler speeds and non-thermal broadening for four

different heating functions. All heating profiles have a tabulated background heating

function to balance radiative energy losses and maintain the steady-flow initial con-

ditions. Experiments with the background heating function show that HYDRAD can

maintain its initial temperature, velocity, and density profiles for time scales much
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Figure 3.1 : Correlation between non-thermal velocity and Doppler speed for a range of

temporal heating. The large black point was calculated from a forward model of the steady-

state solution.

longer than the dynamical heating events being examined. The background heating

ensures features seen in the results are due solely to the time-dependent heating.

Similar to the steady-state model, HYDRAD uses a volumetric heating rate ac-

cording to equation 2.6. The difference is the introduction of time-dependent volu-

mentric heating coefficient Q0 and the decision to try different locations of maximum

heating, r0. Defining s0 = r0−R�, the time-dependent heating functions are defined

in Table 3.1. Q0 increases from zero to Qmax between t1 and t2. Q0 decreases from
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Qmax to zero between t3 and t4. Therefore, setting t1 = t2 and t3 = t4 makes a square

pulse, whereas setting t2 = t3 in between t1 and t4 makes a triangle pulse.

Each time-dependent heating function produces a wide range of non-thermal ve-

locities and Doppler shifts extending beyond the expected. Figure 3.1 does not include

information about time, but the general trend was movement up and to the left from

the black steady-state mark. In the beginning, each heating rate has comparable peak

shifts, but non-thermal broadening is on the lower end of those detected. After 50-100

seconds, most of the data points have broadened sufficiently, but have shifted further

than the Brooks & Warren observations expect. Heating1 hits a maximum electron

temperature of 2.34 MK after about 40 seconds, and Heating2 hits 3.30 MK after

about 60 seconds. These are common temperatures above active regions, but appear

to produce larger Doppler shifts than observations would suggest. Experiments with

different heating rates show such high temperatures can produce the desired flows

given they are very short lived. Supporting a high temperature for several seconds

requires the addition of too much energy and accelerates the plasma too much. In-

terestingly, the non-thermal velocities behave very differently between Heating1 and

Heating2. The gradual increase and decline in the heating rate for Heating1 only

increases the non-thermal velocity in a somewhat linear fashion. After the heating

stops, the non-thermal motion drops significantly.

Heating2 shocks the plasma with a fast pulse that rapidly increases the non-

thermal velocity. Since this pulse at 50 seconds is only 10 seconds long, the total
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energy added is relatively small, and the Doppler shift peak stays relatively stationary.

The spike in non-thermal broadening suggests a few shortly-timed square pulses could

be used to better match observations. Figure 3.2 shows the temperature, velocity, and

Fe XIII 202 Å spectral line for Heating2 at 59 seconds. The second pulse is visible

in the temperature profile and very obvioius in the velocity profile. The one-second

spectrum is a nearly perfect Gaussian. One may expect the faster flows from the

first pulse to enhance the blue wing; however, the much higher densities near the Sun

allow the second pulse to dominate the spectrum.

Heating3 and Heating4 produce results nearer to the Brooks & Warren values.

Both heating functions maintain temperatures under 1.8 MK. These temperatures

seem relatively low, but the heat is added for a long amount of time allowing for

slowly increasing line shifts and broadening. In general, they increase together as

because the time-dependent produces flows at a range of velocities along the line of

sight. Since many outflow regions on the Sun produce a strong Fe XIV line at 2

MK, these temperatures seem a bit lower than expected. However, a magnetic field

profile similar to the helmet streamer in Figure 1.6 could bend cooler plasma on top

of a hotter, closed region. The closed region could even include dense coronal loops

that would dominate the emission spectra. Then it would be common to see such

hot line formation along the line of sight. Worth consideraing is the broad range of

temperatures that from this Fe XIV line. It is peaked at 2 MK, but can begin forming

down at 1.8 MK, especially with contributions from the bulk flow velocity.
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Figure 3.2 : Velocity and temperature plots showing how hot flowing plasma near the Sun

contributes to the forward modeled spectrum during the run Heating2.
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Figure 3.3 shows a similar comparison for the Fe XII 195.119 Å line. This time

the non-thermal velocity and line shifts are compared to Doschek et al. (2008 [4]).

Doschek et al. produced the top plot for the boxed region in Figure 1.8. Again,

the cooler profiles (Heating3 and Heating4) produced results more consistent with

measurements here. Heating4 consists of 15 short pulses, which effectively produces

turbulence along the line of sight and raises the non-thermal broadening. Heat-

ing configurations of this form may be important for matching observations without

adding turbulance in another manner. Section 1.4 discusses another observational

constraint–the spectrum’s shape. Figure 1.7 shows a strong asymmetry in the blue

wing of an EIS observation of the 202 Å Fe XIII line. The strong argument against

steady-state heating is it’s inability to produce this feature. Time-dependent heat-

ing often produces deviations from a Gaussian spectrum, but reproducing this shape

proved difficult. Only particular heating configurations will successfully produce the

desired asymmetry. Demanding consistency with observed limits on non-thermal ve-

locity and the Doppler shift significantly reduces the possible heating profiles for the

slow solar wind. For example, Heating4 produces a Gaussian line for the Fe XII 195

Å line during most of the simulation and finishes with a red wing enhancement (still

blue shifted). It actually stays too cool to produce significant emission for the Fe

XIII 202 Å line, which was seen in the observation (Figure 1.7). Heating3 was more

successful as shown in Figure 3.4. In addition to the desired shape, this spectrum has

a doppler shift of 26.9 km s−1 and a non-thermal velocity of 34.4 km s−1. Heating3
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Figure 3.3 : Top– Correlation of Doppler speed with non-thermal speed for the data within

the boxed area in Figure 1.8. Bottom– Correlations seen in HYDRAD simulations. The

box shows the boundaries of the top plot. Both plots inspect the 195.119 Å Fe XII line.
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Figure 3.4 : The solid and dotted lines show the forward modeled spectra for the same

heating configuration (Heating3) under equilibrium (EQI) and non-equilbrium ionization

(Non-EQI). The dashed line is a Gaussian fit centered at the peak intensity. Time-dependent

heating produces a slight blue tilt from the Gaussian.

consists of weak, nearly steady heating and one strong pulse. The steady heating

appears to create a Doppler shifted Gaussian and the strong pulse creates the faster

flowing assymetry. Such a heating configuration seems physically reasonable because

heating from sources like Alfvén waves should be relatively constant, and heating

from sources like magnetic reconnection could produce an impulsive component.

The profiles produced by the previous heating configurations showed little varia-
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tion betwen equilibrium and non-equilibrium ionization. The forward-modeling code

typically uses a cadence of 10 seconds characteristic of EIS. Since HYDRAD outputs

a set of physical parameters for each second, a 10 second cadence effectively integrates

10 flux tubes at different stages of their evolution. Increasing the cadence will often

smooth out the non-equilibrium ionization effects as the populations have more time

to equilibrate. The alternative has the opposite effect, so using a 1 second cadence did

show marginal non-equilibrium ionization for Heating2 right after the heating pulses.

To further investigate non-equilibrium ionization, faster heating events were tested.

Table 3.2 shows one such heating configuration (Heating5). Using such rapid heating,

still shows equilibrium ionization in most iron lines. The top plot in Figure 3.5 shows

how colder lines (from more weakly charged ions) experience slight non-equilibrium

ionization. The bottom plot shows very atypical non-equilibrium ionization compared

to the other iron lines, but investigating the intensites before normalization indicates

very little ionization actually takes place.

Experimenting with these faster pulses resulted in blue wing asymmetries more

consistent than Heating3. Figure 3.6 shows the spectrum at 10 second cadence (t =

30 − 39). The Doppler shift and non-thermal broadening are 19.3 km s−1 and 23.6

km s−1 respectively. The later pulses in Heating5 over accelerate the plasma shifting

the centroid to 200 km s−1, but the first pulse appears to be the best candidate for

producing solar wind profiles. Heating3 produced the second best results by using

slightly longer pulses. An ideal heating configuration may consist of many weak,
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Figure 3.5 : Spectrum dependence on non-equilibrium ionization during a rapid heating

event. A one second heating pulse shows some non-equilibrium ionization at 102 seconds.

188 Å Fe IX has a formation temperature at 800,000 K in the top plot, whereas 264 Å Fe

XVII has a formation temperature around 8 MK in the bottom plot.
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Figure 3.6 : The solid and dotted lines show the forward modeled spectra for the same

heating configurations under equilibrium (EQI) and non-equilbrium ionization (Non-EQI).

The dashed line is a Gaussian fit centered at the peak intensity. This centroid shift, non-

thermal broadening, and shape match those detected by EIS.

quick pulses in the background and a few stronger rapid heating events occuring

every minute or so. The weak, quick pulses would add turbulance as in Heating4 and

the background Doppler shift as in Heating3. The main pulses could enhance the

blue wing and further broaden the line.
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Table 3.1 : Heating configuration metrics used in Figures 3.1 and 3.3

s0 (Mm) λH (Mm) Qmax (ergs cm−3 s−1) t1 (s) t2 (s) t3 (s) t4 (s)

Heating1 5 10 1× 10−2 0 30 30 60

Heating2 5 10 1× 10−2 5 5 25 25

5 10 3× 10−2 50 50 60 60

Heating3 3 10 6× 10−3 0 20 120 140

1 6 1× 10−2 10 10 20 20

Heating4 5 10 1× 10−3 5 5 10 10

5 10 1× 10−3 25 25 30 30

5 10 1× 10−3 45 45 50 50

5 10 1× 10−3 65 65 70 70

5 10 1× 10−3 85 85 90 90

5 10 2× 10−3 105 105 110 110

5 10 2× 10−3 125 125 130 130

5 10 2× 10−3 145 145 150 150

5 10 2× 10−3 165 165 170 170

5 10 2× 10−3 185 185 190 190

5 20 2× 10−3 205 205 210 210

5 20 2× 10−3 225 225 230 230

5 20 2× 10−3 245 245 250 250

5 20 2× 10−3 265 265 270 270

5 20 2× 10−3 285 285 290 290
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Table 3.2 : Heating configuration metrics for fast pulses inducing non-equilibrium ionization

s0 (Mm) λH (Mm) Qmax (ergs cm−3 s−1) t1 (s) t2 (s) t3 (s) t4 (s)

Heating5 5 10 1× 10−1 10 12 12 14

5 10 1× 10−1 40 41 41 42

5 10 1× 10−2 60 63 63 66

5 10 5× 10−1 100 100 101 101
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Chapter 4

Conclusions

4.1 Discussion

Although this research is still in its early stages, many promising results have

been demonstrated. The steady-state model consistently achieves density, temper-

ature, and velocity values consistent with expectations at 1 AU. This is possible

through careful treatment of the areal expansion function. The analysis of this areal

expansion function suggests a rapid flux tube expansion could be important to slow

wind production. This should be investigated further because larger chromospheric

densities coupled with additional acceleration mechanisms like sound or Alfvén waves

would potentially allow greater values for fmax. Forward modeling of the steady-

state results cannot reproduce the spectra observed above active regions. There is

no non-thermal line broadening in the steady-flow model, and hotter spectral lines

only form in low density regions far from the Sun. They have accordingly weak in-

tensities and contribute very little to the line-of-sight integrated spectral line profiles.

Raising the temperature and velocity of the steady-state model near the Sun is pos-

sible and would likely increase both intensity and Doppler shift, but new problems

emerge. Hotter profiles do not match the boundary conditions at 1 AU as well, and
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non-thermal broadening remains zero. In either case, the asymmetric blue wing seen

by Hinode/EIS, for lines forming around 2 MK, cannot be produced. Such spectra

were only successfully produced with certain temporal heating functions modeled by

HYDRAD.

The importance of including non-equilibrium ionization in the model varies through-

out the results. Most heating events produce little to no variation between spectral

line profiles for equilibrium and non-equilibrium ionization (in the wavelengths com-

pared). This effect is especially true for hotter lines and for longer cadences. Even

rapid heating usually shows minimal non-equilibrium ionization because the heating

takes place in such dense regions. The strongest non-equilibrium ionization seen in

the spectra comes from rapid heating to just below the line formation temperature.

Comparing the relative intensities shows that equilibrium ionization (much lower in-

tensity) ignores how the flow rate contributes to the excitation and ionization of the

atoms. Forward modeling needs to be conducted for a greater range of spectral lines

and heating events to better understand when equilibrium ionization can be toler-

ated. In any case, the population fractions calculated in the steady-state wind show

equilibrium ionization will fail at predicting charge states of in situ plasma measure-

ments out in the wind. Therefore, equilibrium ionization should not be assumed when

trying to predict Solar Probe+ and Solar Orbiter data.
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4.2 Future Work

The ultimate goal of this research is to prove the boundaries of active regions can

be sources of the slow solar wind, and the variability of these source regions explains

the variability in the wind. If the ideas driving the simulations are correct, the re-

sults will match observations. Comparisons are currently restricted to remote sensing

observations. This imposes a range of complications such as data convolution along

the line of sight. Additional in situ measurements are required for a more thorough

validation of the numerical results presented here. Predicting these measurements

successfully will go a long way toward advancing the field’s understanding of the slow

solar wind. While waiting for additional satelites to launch, the models here should

be advanced by investigating the control parameters further and reducing the physi-

cal assumptions such as field line geometry. If open field lines bend over closed field

regions, modeling the spectra along a line of sight should include more than one flux

tube. Doppler shifts would change with the angle of the field line compared to radial

and non-thermal broadening would increase with variances between the integrated

flux tubes. A radial tube extending above a coronal loop could produce spectra more

consistent with EIS observations. For such regions, it may also be worthwhile to

investigate expansion driven by interchange reconnection such as in Bradshaw et al.

(2011[55]). Magnetohydrodynamics is limited in this one-dimensional model, but in

could incorporate turbulent motions from waves known to be present in the solar

wind.
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The magnetic field at an active region’s periphery must be analyzed. Obtaining

extrapolated magnetic field profiles from the PFSS model would allow the direct input

of a magnetic field line in the code (via gravitational geometry and areal expansion

according to field strength). Alternatively, the analytic areal expansion function could

be adjusted to better align with changes in magnetic field. Another idea is to model

several flux tubes along extrapolated field lines. These tubes could fill region compa-

rable to EIS’s field of view, and modeling a full region would be more representative

of the observations taking place allowing for more statistical comparisons.

Observations indicate Alfvén waves are present in the solar wind, which makes

them a principle candidate for the acceleration mechanism (Suzuki 2006 [56]; Holl-

weg 1981 [57]; Belcher 1971 [58]; Ofman 2004 [59]; Cranmer 2005 [60]). Such waves

typically add momentum, but have little effect on the energy balance above the chro-

mosphere because they are hard to dissipate. A preliminary look at the effect of

Alfvén waves was conducted with the steady state model. First a phenomenological

term was added to the momentum conservation equation. The added wave pres-

sure increased flow speeds consistent with Woolsey & Cranmer (2014 [45]). Using

the Alfvén wave pressure expected from wave action conservation produced similar

results, but still required a number of assumptions that did not extend easily to a

time-dependent model. A full treatment of Alfvén waves is needed to improve this

solar wind research. Time-dependent Alfvén wave pressure should be calculated and

added to the HYDRAD code. Using a specific magnetic field profile could improve
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the Alfvén wave formulation.
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Appendix A

Equation Derivations

A.1 Steady-Flow Gradients

The gradients used in the steady-flow model follow from the one-dimensional,

single-fluid hydrodynamic equations. These equations include the flux tube’s cross

sectional area, A(r), to account for an expanding flux tube from the photosphere into

the heliosphere. Thus, the single-fluid hydrodynamic equations for a coronal plasma

can be written, in conservative form, as,

∂ρ

∂t
+

1

A

∂

∂r
(Aρv) = 0, (A.1)

∂E

∂t
+

1

A

∂

∂r
(Av(E + P )) = − 1

A

∂

∂r
(AFc)− ρvg −Qrad +Qheat +QA, (A.2)

∂(ρv)

∂t
+

1

A

∂

∂r
(Aρv2) = −∂P

∂r
− ρg − 1

2

∂UA
∂r

, (A.3)

Fc = −κ0T 5/2∂T

∂r
. (A.4)

Rearranging equation A.4 yields the temperature gradient,

∂T

∂r
=
−Fc
κ0T 5/2

. (A.5)

We now consider these equations in the steady-state limit by setting ∂/∂t = 0. Addi-

tionally, Alfvénic effects are neglected here, soQA = UA = 0. Starting with equation
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A.1 gives:

dρ

dr
= −ρ

v

dv

dr
− ρ

A

dA

dr
(A.6)

Plugging equations A.6 and A.4 into the derivative of the ideal gas law shows:

dP

dr
=

2kB
mi

(
T
dρ

dr
+ ρ

dT

dr

)
(A.7)

=
2kB
mi

{
T

(
−ρ
v

dv

dr
− ρ

A

dA

dr

)
+ ρ

(
−Fc
κ0T 5/2

)}
(A.8)

= −2kBρ

mi

(
T

v

dv

dr
+
T

A

dA

dr
+

Fc
κ0T 5/2

)
. (A.9)

Noting that the critical velocity can be written as v2c = 2kBT/mi, we arrive at equation

2.23:

dP

dr
= v2c

(
−ρ
v

dv

dr
− ρ

A

dA

dr
+
ρ

T

dT

dr

)
.

The gradient of velocity follows from equation A.3:

ρv2

A

dA

dr
+ v2

dρ

dr
+ 2ρv

dv

dr
= −dP

dr
− ρg. (A.10)

Plugging in equation A.6 and the derivative of the ideal gas law gives:

ρv2

A

dA

dr
+ v2

(
−ρ
v

dv

dr
− ρ

A

dA

dr

)
+ 2ρv

dv

dr
= −2kB

mi

(
T
dρ

dr
+ ρ

dT

dr

)
− ρg (A.11)

= −2kB
mi

{
T

(
−ρ
v

dv

dr
− ρ

A

dA

dr

)
+ ρ

dT

dr

}
− ρg. (A.12)

Gathering terms,

dv

dr

(
ρv − 2kBρT

miv

)
= −2kB

mi

(
−ρT
A

dA

dr
+ ρ

dT

dr

)
− ρg. (A.13)
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Dividing through by ρ and substituting v2c gives equation 2.22:

dv

dr
=

(
v2c
A

dA

dr
− v2c
T

dT

dr
− g
)(

v − v2c
v

)−1

(A.14)

To avoid undefined solutions when v = 0 (hydrostatic comparisons), multiplying

through by v yields:

dv

dr
=

(
v2cv

A

dA

dr
− v2cv

T

dT

dr
− gv

)(
v2 − v2c

)−1
. (A.15)

The conductive flux gradient is solved from the energy conservation equation, A.2.

Substituting thermal energy, kinetic energy, and pressure, we have,

dFc
dr

=Qheat −Qrad −
1

A

d

dr
(Av(E + P ))− ρvg

=Qheat −Qrad −
v(E + P )

A

dA

dr
− (E + P )

dv

dr

− v d
dr

(E + P )− ρvg

=Qheat −Qrad −
v(5kBρT

mi
+ ρv2

2
)

A

dA

dr
−
(

5kBρT

mi

+
ρv2

2

)
dv

dr

− v d
dr

(
5kBρT

mi

+
ρv2

2

)
− ρvg.

(A.16)

After dropping the neglected terms, the LHS of momentum equation (A.3) simplifies

as follows:

1

A

d

dr
(Aρv2) = ρv

dv

dr
+
v

A

d

dr
(Aρv). (A.17)

The last term is zero by mass conservation (Equation A.1), so the momentum equation

can fully simplify to:

v
dP

dr
= −ρv2dv

dr
− ρvg. (A.18)
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Substituting this expression and doing a few lines of algebra gives equation 2.24:

dFc
dr

= Qheat −Qrad + v
dP

dr
− 5kBvρ

mi

dT

dr
− Fc
A

dA

dr
.
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